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Summary

Across the globe, the prospect of increasing water demands coupled with the potential for 
reduced water availability is calling for implementation of a range of technological, institutional, 
and economic instruments to address growing water scarcity. Hydro-economic models (HEMs), 
which integrate the complex hydrologic and economic interrelationships inherent in most 
water resources systems, provide an effective means of diagnosing and devising solutions to 
water-related problems across varied spatial and temporal scales. HEMs are powerful tools for 
examining potential future changes in water resources systems, and can be used to test the effects 
of infrastructural and policy responses developed to cope with water management problems. 
This study reviews recent advances in hydro-economic modeling and characterizes the types of 
issues that are typically explored in the hydro-economic modeling literature. HEMs are broadly 
classified into two categories on the basis of their structure: node-based river basin (simulation 
or optimization) models and economy-wide (input-output or Computable General Equilibrium) 
models that account for processes linked to water resources. The review highlights the primary 
differences in the applications and interpretations obtained using these approaches, analyzes the 
distribution of questions that HEMs have been used to answer, and discusses previous work and 
efforts to integrate across model types. Our findings suggest that additional efforts are needed to 
more realistically account for the range and complexity of interlinkages between water systems and 
society, particularly with regards to ecology and water quality, and the food and energy sectors. 
Additionally, the forces that depend on water and operate on the broader economy, for example in 
interregional trade should be investigated further. Moreover, effects on the distribution of income 
within countries, and on migration should be considered in basin management modeling studies. 
In effect, because of the inherent complexity in the economic dynamics underlying many water 
systems, we argue that such tools can challenge intuition and generate critical insights that are 
relevant to more effective management of transboundary water resources. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

The safeguarding of sustainable access to natural resources such as water at acceptable quality is 
a key challenge across the globe (Grey and Sadoff 2007). Population growth, increased demand 
for food and energy, urbanization, and industrial development exacerbate pressure on scarce fresh 
water resources (Vörösmarty et al. 2000; Rosegrant et al. 2002; Molden and de Fraiture 2010). 
As options for supply augmentation have become increasingly limited and expensive to address 
water scarcity, policies for water demand management have also become more common (Randall 
1981; Harou et al. 2009; Rosegrant et al. 2014). Yet, efficiently managing water uses requires a 
careful balance of tradeoffs across a multitude of sectors such as food production, energy supply, 
and ecosystem services, and across space and time.

From an economic perspective, such a complex balancing of sectoral water demands requires 
use of a holistic approach to planning that adequately accounts for the value of integrity of the 
environment in water resource systems. This holistic approach should consider all interlinkages 
between water, energy, food production, and ecosystem services sectors (Howells et al. 2013; 
Bazilian et al. 2011). Furthermore, it should take a broader view of water security as it is 
constrained by institutions and the political economy of water utilization (e.g., efforts to maintain 
affordability and accessibility in local markets over time). Adding to the complexity of water 
systems in particular, these interlinkages relate to both economic production (for food, energy, 
and ecosystem services) and welfare-improving consumption (by households for various purposes, 
as well as natural systems), and thus to broader goals of economic growth, improvement of 
health and nutrition, and social equality (Figure 1). While water resources are at the core of 
many different production systems, these production sectors are also mutually interdependent. 
For example, the energy sector delivers electricity and fuel to agriculture, where it may be used 
for the pumping of water. In turn, the agriculture sector may produce biofuels that are then 
used as fuel. Agriculture and ecosystems are also closely interconnected since all agricultural 
activities occur within the agro-ecosystem. Soil fertility, temperature, solar radiation, rainfall, and 
groundwater levels determine agricultural productivity, and these environmental parameters are 
in turn influenced by irrigation return flows and land use change. Moreover, options for the use 
of water and other intermediate inputs to production are dependent on infrastructure, institutions, 
and technological resources. 

Hydro-economic models (HEMs) are one type of decision tool that allows for an integrated 
analysis of the complex economic and environmental dynamics of such water resource systems 
(Harou et al. 2009). HEMs are typically built around a river basin, which is generally accepted 
as the most appropriate unit for integrated analysis since water-dependent production and 
environmental systems are strongly interconnected within river basins (Keller and Keller 1995; 
Keller et al. 1996; Ringler et al. 2004). The main components of HEMs are mathematical 
representations of the hydrologic relationships in the water system and the water demand and 
production relationships of different water-using sectors (e.g., agriculture, industry, municipal 
sector, and hydropower production). Early applications used a relatively simple model structure 
to examine a limited set of sectors and water allocation problems (f.e., Ward and Lynch 1996). 
As modeling techniques have progressed, however, increasingly complex and sophisticated 
processes, such as detailed agronomic and groundwater relationships (Cai et al. 2002), and 
various representations of environmental flow requirements (benefits) are now routinely included 
in such models (Jenkins et al. 2004; Ringler et al. 2006). This makes HEMs as effective tools 
to analyze river basin water use problems. In particular, such analysis sheds light on increased 
competition for water across economic sectors and environmental systems (Ringler 2001), 
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potential interdependence across water users within a river basin (Wu et al. 2013), and effective 
and efficient water resource management to deal with issues of flooding and droughts, of impacts 
of dam constructions on downstream water availability. 

FIGURE 1. Interlinkages between water use, economic and environmental security, and social 
welfare (growth, health, income and gender equity). 

This study reviews the main approaches to hydro-economic modeling, and provides a 
systematic assessment of recent applications that leads to identification of key research gaps. 
The review starts with general categories and a brief description of the underlying structure of 
most HEMs (Section 2), which is followed by a section on more detailed description of the main 
approaches to hydro-economic modeling and their (dis)advantages (Section 3). Section 4 then 
reviews applications and trends, based on a literature survey of recent peer-reviewed publications 
related to the implementation of HEMs. Section 5 summarizes our findings, and describes the 
main research gaps that should perhaps be more thoroughly investigated and considered in future 
hydro-economic modeling studies. The last section describes concluding remarks.

2. REPRESENTATION OF WATER AND ECONOMIC SYSTEMS WITH HEMs

Different types of HEMs have been applied to solve various water management issues across the 
river basins and sub-catchments across the world. Although some problems such as increasing 
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competition for water among economic sectors are likely common for many water resource 
systems, each basin also has unique features that may generate specific problems, which are 
different from the problems of other basins. For instance, drought is perhaps the most significant 
issue in the river basins in California, USA, while competition for water between irrigation and 
energy production is a major problem in the Aral Sea Basin. In many Australian rivers, however, 
the most important tradeoffs are from irrigation to the municipal and industrial sector. As for river 
basins throughout Brazil changes in land use (deforestation) due to increased biofuel production 
and livestock rearing, and its impact on water systems, is a particular issue. By converting 
particular river basin structures and problems into abstract modeling representations, HEMs can 
advance understanding of these issues and inform the development of more effective solutions 
that can be discussed and interpreted by different stakeholders in the decision-making process. 
Based on the focus of the study and considered research questions the structure of these models 
may substantially differ from each other. This section provides a short explanation of HEM 
categories before discussing the general structure of each model type.

2.1 Categories of HEMs

HEMs can be categorized into two general types. The first type are node-based river basin 
management models that include both simulation and optimization models (SIMOPT). The 
second are economy-wide models that include Input-Output models (IOM) and Computable 
General Equilibrium (CGE) models. Although simulation and optimization models are often 
considered as distinct in other reviews (Harou et al. 2009), much of the underlying structure 
of such models can be considered to be similar. We, therefore, group them together under the 
larger heading of node-based river management models. Within this group, simulation models are 
built and calibrated to reproduce the behavior of real water systems. Following this calibration, 
simulation HEMs can be used to assess different scenarios of physical or management-induced 
change. Optimization models, on the other hand, aim to determine a hypothetical best case (as 
determined by the objective function of the model) for a particular river basin – the optimal 
outcome may pertain to efficiency in water use, identify an optimal infrastructure development 
pathway, or minimize the costs of water allocation. With few changes in equations, simulation 
models can often be readily converted into optimization models, so long as the objective function 
is specified. Similarly, optimization models can easily be converted into simulation models, e.g. 
by removing an objective function and including the requisite model equations for specifying 
water distribution. Hydro-economic simulation and optimization models can also be combined 
to allow for more thorough testing of the sensitivity of optimal solutions than would be possible 
with optimization approaches alone.

Economy-wide models differ substantially from these node-based river basin models, in 
that they allow assessment not only of impacts in primary markets using water as an input to 
production. Instead, these approaches produce estimates of impacts on the broader economy (that 
are transmitted through secondary markets). Thus, they require a structure and data pertaining to 
the use of factors of production including water and intermediate goods, and provide the basis 
for analyzing effects on income and its distribution to different economic sectors and agents. 
These models, however, do not thoroughly consider water systems since restricted by high-scale 
spatial and temporal aggregation of variables representing the water system. 

Prior to discussing the structure of each of these two model types in more detail, a brief 
mention of econometric models, which are widely applied in resource economics (Kaimovitz and 
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Angelsen 1998) but have thus far been sparsely used for understanding river basin management 
patterns is important. Indeed, such models have mainly been applied to specific problems, for 
example, in establishing water demand functions for different economic sectors and regions 
(Booker and Young 1994; Dalhuisen et al. 2003; Bekchanov et al. 2015), and for valuation of 
water ecosystem services (Carson and Hanemann 2005; Loomis et al. 2000). Such work can and 
should be integrated into river basin HEMs, but it does not provide a meaningful alternative to 
these at this time. This is perhaps because of the diversity of sectors involved, and the mismatch 
between water resources planning problems and the scale and coverage at which econometric 
data are typically collected. Maximum entropy econometric techniques have nonetheless been 
implemented to precisely calibrate complex multi-input and multi-output production functions in 
river basin models using a minimal amount of data (Howitt et al. 2012). In basin management 
modeling, econometric models could perhaps be more widely applied to characterize the statistical 
correlates of specific phenomena common to many river basins, e.g., extent of ecological 
degradation, and the relative balance of agricultural and other production. Econometric models 
could then be used to analyze scenarios of parameter change due to policy or other drivers, using 
simulation methods. In fact, improvements in data collection and analysis are expected to enhance 
application of econometric approaches in basin-wide water management modeling.

2.2 Basic Structure of Node-based River Basin Models

River basins or sub-catchments as modeled in HEMs usually comprise a main river and its 
tributaries, and their drainage areas span over different types of zones that may range from 
highlands (e.g., more sparsely populated mountainous and forested zones that also often receive 
disproportionately large amounts of a catchment’s precipitation) to lowlands (that typically include 
greater human population and economic activity), as well as deltas (Figure 2; Table 1). Human 
interventions that depend on water influence and transform the natural landscape within basins, 
creating irrigation sites, rural/urban settlements, exploiting fisheries and recreation sites, and 
constructing water treatment plants, dams, and hydropower stations. These interventions may, in 
turn, also affect the hydrological behavior of the water resources on which they depend. Moreover, 
water production and consumption activities are connected to an extensive set of commodity 
markets and economic systems that may extend well beyond a river basin via production and 
market infrastructure. Water resource systems themselves may also cross political or other 
institutional boundaries that influence patterns of settlement and development interventions.

In water resources systems, users can be categorized into four main types: food production, 
municipal / industrial (M/I) sector, energy production, and environmental systems. In many 
systems, food production via irrigated agriculture is the most important consumer of water, 
especially in lower income countries. The energy sector may use water flow for hydropower 
production (a nonconsumptive use), irrigating biofuel crops, or cooling thermal or other power 
plants. Industrial and municipal users, generally, do not consume as much water but M/I water 
demand has been increasing in parallel with the economic development, and population and 
industrial growth. Environmental systems comprise a variety of ecosystems including wetlands, 
river banks, and lakes that depend on instream flows or seasonal inundation. Though the ecosystem 
services produced in these environmental systems may have low direct monetary benefits, their 
long-term, indirect, and nonmonetary benefits can be significant.
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FIGURE 2. River node structure (a simplified example) for node-based modeling.

Notes: S – Water supply (river runoff); PS1, PS2, PS3 are production sites; Nd1 (reservoir), Nd2, Nd3 are river nodes; 
Irr – Irrigation; M-I – Municipal and industrial sector; Enr – Energy production including hydropower production; 
Env – Environmental system

TABLE 1. River basins characteristics and their representation in node-based models.
Real world characteristic or feature Node-based model  Mathematical formulation 
 representation 
Catchment inflows (glacier melting,  Inflow nodes Water flow input parameters 
precipitation runoff) 
River and major tributaries River flow nodes River water flow (mass  
  balance) relationships
Water users (e.g., irrigation;  Water withdrawal (irrigation, Water use-production 
municipal/industrial (M/I) demand;  M/I demand sites) or functions or water demand 
hydropower; ecosystems; recreation  nonconsumptive demand nodes constraints 
and navigation)  
Natural and man-made water control  Surface water and groundwater Water balance and reservoir 
structures (lakes, surface and  reservoir nodes storage-elevation relationships 
underground water reservoirs, dams,  
and dykes)  
Return flows Arrow linking water user site  Return flow constraints 
 with drainage or river node 
Groundwater recharge Arrow linking water user site,  Groundwater recharge/ 
 surface water reservoir and river  discharge relationships 
 node with groundwater reservoir 
Production and market infrastructure Interregional transportation routes Commodity demand functions;  
  export/import taxes and  
  transport/trading costs
Political borders and water management  Allocation rules, if relevant Water or benefit allocation 
institutions  constraints, sectoral or  
  regional prioritizations in  
  water allocation
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Due to the interconnectivities within water resource systems, local changes affecting a specific 
river reach or process may result in a dynamic set of water balance adjustments that percolate 
through the system. For instance, increased water supply in tributaries may cause floods that 
cascade downstream and affect reservoir operations. In contrast, reduced water supply in source 
nodes may cause droughts and demand shortfalls for downstream users, leading to reduced 
production. Dams or other artificial control structures can be added to a system to regulate 
river flows and help smooth temporal anomalies in water supply. However, upstream reservoirs 
can also be managed unilaterally, for instance, with the primary aim of increasing hydropower 
production benefits while neglecting downstream irrigation water needs. Node-based HEMs can, 
therefore, be used descriptively to better quantify and understand the consequences of current 
institutions and management practices, by asking ‘what if’ questions and testing their responses 
to different stressors or potential changes in management. Node-based HEMs can also be used to 
analyze the economic trade-offs among different water users, or can be used to identify efficient 
or more equitable water allocations (e.g., by relaxing water sharing rules and institutions, or 
testing the implications of institutions that aim to enhance equity). Node-based models also allow 
forecasting and assessment of the magnitude of various water management problems such as 
flooding, droughts, or competition for water (e.g., upstream and downstream users, environmental 
water needs versus demand for production processes, or construction of new dams or irrigation 
projects that have adverse environmental impacts), and provide a framework for understanding 
how different solutions and interventions may serve to reduce them and mitigate conflicts.

2.3 Basic Structure of Economy-wide Models

In contrast to node-based models, economy-wide models consider simplified water use 
relationships by including water as one factor of production in addition to capital and labor 
resources (Figure 3). River basins or sub-catchments are considered as single-nodes that can 
supply water to any economic sector that utilize it. Such models typically emphasize economic 
relationships, intermediate uses, and sectoral interlinkages and usually devote less attention to the 
spatial and temporal dynamics of water systems. Sectors (for example, industrial) are typically 
disaggregated to include detailed accounts. When comparing IOM and CGE models, IOMs tend 
to be more descriptive tools that explain static conditions, while CGE models tend to be more 
useful for simulating and predicting the effects of economic perturbations or input/resource-based 
shocks. IOMs thus usually include relationships between water uses, economic outputs, and 
final consumption. CGE models additionally consider price-commodity demand relationships, 
production functions and income generation/distribution relationships.

Incomes generated from the use of capital and labor are distributed among private enterprises 
and households. The government imposes taxes on production, trade, and resources, and as a main 
supplier of water resources may collect payments for water. The ‘rest of the world’ agent supplies 
imported goods to domestic markets and exports national commodities if the world prices are 
sufficiently higher than national prices. When they are linked to broader economic models, hydro-
economic research questions can be extended to consider the broader socioeconomic impacts of 
changes in water system structure and management. For instance, analysts can use these tools to 
better understand the impacts of drought or infrastructural improvements (e.g., dams) on income 
among different types of households, or to consider the role of introducing improved irrigation 
technologies on poverty alleviation. 
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FIGURE 3. Water use and production relationships in economy-wide models.

Notes: S – Water supply (river runoff); PS – Production site; Irr – Irrigation; M-I – Municipal and industrial sector; Enr – Energy 
production including hydropower production; Env – Environmental system; W – Water; K – Capital resources; L – Labor resources; 
PRV – Private sector (enterprises); HHD – Households; GOV – Government; ROW – Rest of the world (exports/imports)

3. ADVANTAGES AND LIMITATIONS OF HEMs

In this section, uses and (dis)advantages of node-based and economy-wide HEMs are briefly 
described. 

3.1 Node-based River Basin Management Models: Simulation and Optimization

As discussed above, simulation and optimization methods are the most widely used approaches 
in hydro-economic modeling. Both types of HEMs include mathematical equations that maintain 
hydrological mass balance and define flows along the river and to different water users, reservoirs, 
and consider consumption or production relationships at river nodes (e.g., water use and crop 
yield relationships) (Rosegrant et al. 2000). 

Simulation models, in particular, are well suited to asking and evaluating ‘what if’ questions 
that are related to specific types of changes that can affect the economics of water resource systems 
(Harou et al. 2009). As such, they are commonly used to assess future changes in water demand, 
for example, based on observed population growth and irrigation expansion or stricter demand 
management, and to evaluate new investments in supply augmentation or physical efficiency, 
including technological and infrastructural improvements (de Fraiture et al. 2001; Rosegrant et 
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al. 2005). Perhaps the most important shortcoming of simulation HEMs is the potentially infinite 
number of model scenarios that can arise within the often large and multi-dimensional systems 
being considered, which can impede identification of a best policy option in a short duration of 
time. This shortcoming can be reduced considerably by integrating simulation-based analysis with 
optimization models that answer questions about ‘what is the best’. In addition, this shortcoming is 
somewhat balanced by the lower computational requirement of most simulation models relative to 
optimization, which allows much more rapid solution and generation of model output, as well as 
expanded possibility for considering small time steps and/or a long time horizon of implications.

Optimization HEMs are also widely used for river basin management studies (Harou et al. 
2009). Such models include an objective function that is either maximized or minimized subject 
to the variety of economic and biophysical (mass balance or other) constraints that comprise the 
set of model equations described above. The form of the objective function varies substantially in 
the literature; many models seek to maximize the economic benefits of a particular set of water 
uses (Ringler et al. 2004), while others minimize the costs of agricultural production subject to 
some expected level of output or the marginal costs of water supply (Jenkins et al. 2004). Multi-
objective functions may further combine several economic objectives together. For example, Cai et 
al. (2003b) proposed a multi-objective formulation that balances profit maximization with reduced 
inequality in water distribution across irrigation sites and maintenance of ecological sustainability. 
Optimization models can also be differentiated based on the stochasticity of parameters used. 
If fixed values of parameters are used, the models are considered as deterministic, whereas if 
probabilistic parameters are used, the models are considered stochastic. Many parameters in 
water systems, e.g. water availability, future crop prices, climate (temperature and precipitation) 
are, however, random variables that vary over time. When the statistical properties (mean value, 
standard error, variation, etc.) of such parameters are considered, the stochastic optimization 
HEMs provide additional information on uncertainty of the model results and policy implications. 

In practice, the main approaches to optimization are normative and positive mathematical 
programing. Normative modeling aims to identify an ideal (optimum) that is rarely achievable 
but helps to define a production frontier against which the relative efficiency of various water 
allocation options can be compared. In contrast, positive mathematical programing is based on 
a calibration of the model to observed levels of water use and production. To achieve calibration 
that is consistent with economic theory, the model then imposes equality of marginal values 
of inputs across production sectors (Howitt 1995), which accounts for feedback across sectors 
(Howitt et al. 2012). Because of its greater relative simplicity, normative modeling is more widely 
used than positive programing. 

Despite their widespread use in policy modeling, as optimization HEMs are considerably 
more difficult to solve than simulation models, they are often applied to a single representative 
(or for extreme circumstances in sensitivity analysis) year with a monthly time-step. This leads 
to critiques that optimization HEMs may fail to adequately consider the long-term dynamics 
of policies that are optimal in the short-term, and particularly their effects on environmental 
sustainability (Cai et al. 2003a). Optimization HEMs are also sometimes criticized for assuming 
that an optimal basin-wide solution could be implemented by an omniscient social planner. There 
are two potential problems with this assumption. First, important aspects of the problem may be 
ignored by the social planner (i.e., the model), for example, aspects related to uncertainty in river 
flows, water demands, or ecosystem dynamics. Second, in transboundary river basins different 
parties have different interests and power, and may not accept the globally optimal solution. 
However, it is worth noting that institutional water sharing rules can be imposed by the modeler. 
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There are also ways to account for interests of multiple water stakeholders instead of assuming 
an omniscient decision maker for the entire basin. Game theoretic approaches using optimization 
HEMs can accommodate the strategic interests and behavior of individual riparian countries 
or stakeholders (Dinar and Wolf 1997; Teasley and McKinney 2011). In cooperative games, 
different combinations of coalitions can be considered by changing the weights for individual 
country benefits in the objective function (Teasley and McKinney 2011). Upstream prioritized 
water distribution can be also modeled through sequential optimization of water uses that begins 
with maximization of economic benefits by water users located furthest upstream, followed by 
optimization by the next set of users in response to the first set of upstream releases, and sequential 
movement to the downstream (Jeuland et al. 2014). Related to this idea, an elegant approach of 
modeling ‘use it or lose it’ water distribution that favors upstream water user’s interests has been 
recommended based on Multiple Optimization Problem with Equilibrium Constraints (MOPEC) 
(Kuhn et al. 2014). Other optimization approaches aimed at decentralized water management seek 
to calibrate actual water allocations that in reality lie somewhere along the continuum between 
fully uncoordinated interests that favor upstream users and basin-wide economic efficiency (Yang 
et al. 2012). Of course, modeling large numbers of potential coalitions and weighted interests, or 
the implications of sequential decisions, increases computational burden, and poses challenges 
for interpreting results.

3.2 Economy-wide Hydro-economic Models: IOMs and CGE Models

While simulation and optimization HEMs are well-adapted to understanding economic dynamics 
related to river flow and efficient allocation of water from a basin across space and time, they do 
not readily provide understanding of the role of water in generating indirect (forward) linkages 
that affect macroeconomic indicators, the distribution of income, and commodity trade. Such 
issues are better handled using economy-wide water management models such as IOMs and 
CGE models. IOMs, in particular, are used to analyze the movement and contribution of water 
along the commodity supply chain, as it is embedded in intermediate inputs and consumptive 
goods. CGEs are extended economy-wide models that additionally allow for complex adjustments 
in utilization of factors and production due to relationships between (endogenous) prices and 
production processes.

IOMs were originally developed to analyze interlinkages between primary inputs, economic 
production of intermediate goods, and final demand (consisting of private consumption, 
governmental demand, investment demand, and net exports) (Leontief 1936). Input-output models 
incorporating environmental (e.g., water use) accounts have been applied to estimate the water 
footprint of different commodities as an alternative to bottom-up approaches (e.g., Life-Cycle 
Analysis (LCA)) that usually only consider virtual water content at the first stage of production 
(Lenzen and Foran 2001; Lenzen 2003, 2009). In most IOM-based studies of the water footprint, 
the agricultural sector has been highly aggregated into a small number of agricultural production 
sectors such as crops, livestock, and forestry. Greater disaggregation into individual crops can 
thus allow for comparing water use footprints within agricultural sector and along different 
agricultural supply chains (Bekchanov et al. 2014). For a detailed analysis of supply chains of 
some commodities that are accounted in aggregated accounts in IOMs, hybrid IOMs that combine 
LCA with IOM have also been implemented (Treolar 1997; Lenzen 2002; Suh et al. 2004; Suh 
and Huppes 2002). Using IOM-like models such as the Ghosh model, the economy-wide impacts 
of reduced water supplies have been traced through the affected production (and value-added) 
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sectors (González 2011), albeit at an aggregated and national level that does not easily lend itself 
to the temporally variable nature of water resource dynamics. 

A particularly common application of national and international multi-regional IOMs to water 
issues has been for analysis of international trade of virtual water that is embedded in commodities 
traded across borders (Duarte et al. 2002; Velázquez 2006; Dietzenbacher and Velázquez 2007; 
Feng et al. 2011a). This virtual water content is estimated using data on water use intensity of 
commodities in either the importing or exporting country (Feng et al. 2011a). The former approach 
is based on an assumption that virtual water embedded in imported commodities is equivalent 
to that in domestically produced commodities (Lenzen 2009; Bekchanov et al. 2014), while the 
latter determines virtual water content based on the water use practices in exporting countries 
(Feng et al. 2011a). Such IOMs are then most commonly used to recommend design of policies 
that would encourage water saving through importing of high virtual water content commodities 
to water-scarce regions (Lenzen et al. 2013). Despite the advantages of IOMs in evaluating 
intersectoral and interregional virtual water flows, they are often overly simple, for example, as 
shown by the assumption of linearity in the relationship between water use and economic output, 
or the lack of accounting for substitution possibilities across inputs (e.g., capital, labor and water). 

Some of these shortcomings can be overcome using CGE models. CGE models include a 
detailed accounting of economic relationships in a country or on a global scale. They allow for 
consideration of income generation and distribution relationships in addition to intersectoral 
intermediate input use interlinkages (Robinson et al. 2012). CGE models also allow for complex 
adjustments due to relationships between (endogenous) prices and production. In the relatively 
small number of applications of CGE models to problems that include water, the water input is 
included as one of several substitutable production factors, along with labor and capital, using a 
constant elasticity of substitution (CES) or Cobb-Douglas production technology. The most typical 
applications of these models are for the analysis of agricultural water use policies, which usually 
requires disaggregation of the agricultural sector account in standard CGE models (Bekchanov 
et al. 2012). 

Currently, a majority of economy-wide models are developed at the national level and neglect 
the economic and physical differences across regions within a country. In contrast to node-based 
models, economy-wide models usually assume a single node for the entire basin or subbasin that 
provides water for all economic sectors. Thus, river flow and reservoir water balance relationships 
are largely ignored by most of the economy-wide models. Multi-regional CGE models can be used 
to consider the spatial aspects of water allocation in some detail, and to consider the interregional 
resource distribution impacts of economic policies in the water sector (Diao et al. 2004, 2008). 
Nonetheless, the disconnect in temporal and spatial scales between water resource systems and 
the political boundaries of economy-wide models continues to pose significant challenges to 
constructing useful economy-wide HEMs. 

4. REVIEW OF HEM APPLICATIONS 

As discussed, each of the model types described above have strengths and weaknesses that 
inform the set of specific research and policy questions to which they are routinely applied. For 
instance, among river basin HEMs, simulation models are most useful for scenario-based analysis 
and forecasting of water supply, demand, and allocation over time under specific technological, 
socioeconomic, demographic changes. Optimization HEMs, on the other hand, provide greater 
insight on tradeoffs and efficiency gains from reallocation of water among competing sectors. 
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Economy-wide HEMs such as IOMs are helpful for assessing water footprint and virtual water 
flows embedded in products and traded commodities. CGE models can be used to analyze 
economy-wide and distributional effects of various water management policies or changes in 
water supply, e.g., due to climate change. In this section, we carry out a systematic review 
of applications of each of these approaches in the literature, to highlight the specific types of 
questions that have been most often considered using the particular modeling approach.

4.1 Selection of Papers for Review 

For analyzing applications of HEMs in the literature, various search techniques were combined. 
This was followed by initial screening of papers prior to a detailed review. Working from the 
general classification of model types described in the previous section, we conducted separate 
searches for papers of each type. Within the category of river basin management HEMs (which 
includes both simulation and optimization models), papers were searched and selected from several 
bibliographic databases such as the International Water Management Institute (IWMI) Library 
Catalog, Science Direct Database, and CABDirect (Figure 4). These bibliographic searches yielded 
235 papers. Within the category of economy-wide models, separate searches were conducted for 
papers written based on IOM and CGE models. A few highly-cited IOM studies were selected 
using a search in google scholar; a review of these and other more narrow searches yielded a 
set of additional papers that specifically address virtual water and intersectoral linkages. Thus, a 
total of 26 papers on IOM applications on water system analysis was included for further review. 
For CGE models related to water, we began from a recent paper (Dinar 2012) that reviewed 57 
papers on CGE models, which also included water accounts. A few additional papers (n = 5) 
known to the authors were added to these studies.

 After removal of 42 duplicates from different bibliographic sources 292 papers were included 
for further review. These papers were screened based on title and abstract and 114 papers were 
removed if they were not peer-reviewed or were implemented at village or farm-level. During 
the full review process of the selected process additional papers that do not include empirical 
findings, which are not at large scale (basin, subbasin and country), or are purely the analysis of 
hydrological system without economic assessment were excluded. Consequently, 44 papers on 
node-based models, 26 on IOM, and 27 on CGE models were selected for a more detailed analysis. 
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FIGURE 4. Selection of papers for review of river basin HEMs.

4.2 Review of Applications of HEMs

4.2.1 Node-based River Basin HEMs

River basin HEMs have been used extensively to explore various water management issues in 
basins throughout the world (Table 2). Intersectoral allocation of water resources is a task that is 
challenged by the particular economics and property rights governing water use dynamics, and the 
multitude of water users and interests whose collective demand contributes to growing scarcity 
(Hanemann 2006). Future expectations about patterns of climate change and socioeconomic factors 
such as population growth and economic development influence real and perceived scarcity in 
river basins. These in turn influence the value of adaptation strategies such as reservoir expansion 
and adoption of efficiency-improving technologies. 

Though cost-benefit analysis and thinking about the consumer surplus benefits of public 
hydrological structures and operating schemes was first conducted by French engineers such as Charles 
Navier and Jules Dupuit as early as in 1800s, development of integrated HEMs largely grew out of 
the work of the Harvard Water Program that began in the 1960s. A group of academics affiliated 

 Step 1: Initial search of databases 
Science Direct (n = 21) 
IWMI Catalog (n = 165) 

CABDirect (n = 49)  
Other sources (n = 11) 

Google scholar - “IOM” (n = 26) 
Dinar (2012) - “CGE” (n = 62) 

TOTAL (n = 334) 
 

Step 2: Removal of duplicates 
Excluded 42 duplicates found during the search from 

different sources in step 1 
TOTAL (n = 292) 

Step 3: Screening articles 
Screening based on title and abstract (excluded 114 papers 

that were not peer-reviewed or were at village or farm scale) 
 TOTAL (n = 178) 

 

Step 4: Full review of texts and coding 
(Excluded 46 node-based HEM papers and 35 CGE model 

studies that did not include an empirical application or did not 
consider a large-scale water system) 

TOTAL (n = 97 [of which 44 are node-based modeling, 26 are 
IOM based, and 27 are CGE model based studies]) 
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TABLE 2. List of node-based basin management studies analyzing water allocation problems.

# Papers Study area (Basin and/or region) Research focus (objective)

1 Cai et al. 2002 Syr Darya Basin (Central Asia) Trade-offs between the benefits of current  
    and future generations
2 Cai et al. 2003a Syr Darya Basin (Central Asia) Modeling interrelationships between  
    hydrologic, agronomic and economic  
    components
3 Cai et al. 2003b Syr Darya Basin (Central Asia) A sustainable balance between irrigation  
    management and environmental  
    preservation
4 Teasley and  Syr Darya Basin (Central Asia) Assess the potential benefits for the 
 McKinney 2011   riparian countries under various  
    arrangements of cooperation
5 Gurluk and Ward 2009 Nilufer River Basin (Turkey) Climate change impact
6 Karimi and Ardakanian  Hypothetical Iranian Basin Water demand and supply modeling 
 2010 
7 Ringler et al. 2004 Mekong River Basin (China, Vietnam,  Water allocation trade-offs for instream 
  Thailand, Cambodia, Laos) and offstream uses 
8 Ringler et al. 2006 Dong Nai River Basin (Vietnam) Water market, dam construction, trade  
    liberalization
9 Ringler and Cai 2006 Mekong River Basin (China, Vietnam,  Valuing fisheries and wetlands
  Thailand, Cambodia, Laos) 
10 Divakar et al. 2011 Lhao Phraya River Basin (Thailand) Different set of sectoral water allocation  
    prioritizations  
11 Yang et al. 2012 Yellow River Basin (China) Decentralized optimization
12 George et al. 2011a,  Musi River Basin (India) Assess different water development 
 2011b   strategies
13 Wu et al. 2013 Ganges River Basin (India) Dam construction and flooding control
14 Jeuland et al. 2013 Ganges River Basin (India) Climate change and infrastructure  
    development
15 Pande et al. 2011 Gujarat and Rajasthan (India) Comparing optimization and autarkic  
    water allocation
16 Y.C.E. Yang et al. 2013 Indus Basin (Pakistan) Climate change impact
17 Mullick et al. 2013 Teesta River Basin (Bangladesh) Trade-offs between economic efficiency  
    and environmental protection
18 Mainuddin et al. 2007 Murray River Basin (Australia) Compare administrative and market-based  
    approaches of reallocating water to the  
    environmental needs
19 Qureshi et al. 2007 Murray River Basin (Australia) Comparing administrative and  
    market-based acquisition of water to  
    environmental needs
20 Connor et al. 2009 Murray River Basin (Australia) Climate change impact
21 Grafton and Jiang 2011 Murray-Darling River Basin (Australia) Water acquisition to environmental needs
22 Tisdell 2010 Murrumbidge Catchment (Australia) Water acquisition to environmental needs
23 Akter et al. 2014 Macquarie Marshes (Murray-Darling  Incorporating nonuse environmental 
  River Basin, Australia) values in HEM
24 Chatterjee et al. 1998 Central California (USA) Trade-offs of water uses between  
    agricultural and hydropower production  
    sectors

Continued
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with the program and having engineering, economics, and law backgrounds collaborated to create a 
set of new and innovative integrated water resources planning and management tools. Node-based 
HEMs, in particular, combined engineering techniques and principles with economic theory (Maass 
et al. 1962). This work also introduced important ideas from stochastic hydrology, game theory, 
and operations research (Dorfman 1965; Rogers 1969; Fiering and Jackson 1971). Building on 
such contributions, hydro-economic modeling techniques spread across a variety of other academic 
departments in engineering and policy schools (Revelle et al. 1969; Cohon and Marks 1973; Moy et 
al. 1986). An important contribution to the literature was the integration of agronomic, hydrologic, and 
economic components within a unified modeling framework (Cai et al. 2003a). Such integrated hydro-
economic models allowed for more realistic analysis of water allocation trade-offs across different 

TABLE 2. List of node-based basin management studies analyzing water allocation problems. 
(Continued)

# Papers Study area (Basin and/or region) Research focus (objective)

25 Jenkins et al. 2004  California (USA) Water scarcity costs under intra- and  
    inter-state water markets
26 Pulido-Velázquez et al. Southern California (USA) Conjunctive water use and water markets  
 2004 
27 Medellín-Azuara et al.  California (USA) Climate change adaptation 
 2008 
28 Howitt et al. 2012 California (USA) Drought
29 Ward and Lynch 1996 Rio Chama River Basin (New  Trade-offs between water uses for 
  Mexico, USA) hydropower production and instream  
    recreation
30 Ward and Booker 2003 Rio Grand River Basin (New  Instream flow protection for endangered 
  Mexico, USA) species
31 Ward and Pulido-  Upper Rio Grand Basin (USA) Impact of water conservation on water 
 Velázquez 2008   withdrawals
32 Pulido- Velázquez et  Adra River Basin (Spain) Combined surface water and groundwater 
 al. 2008   use
33	 Gutižrrez	et	al.	2013	 Middle	Guadiana	Basin	(Spain)	 Water	allocation	between	ecosystems	and		
    agriculture
34 Hirt et al. 2012 Weser River Basin (Germany) Nitrogen use impact
35 Rosegrant et al. 2000 Maipo River Basin (Chile) Water rights trading
36 Cai and Rosegrant 2004 Maipo River Basin (Chile) Technology choice
37 Maneta et al. 2009 San Fransisco River Basin (Brazil) Drought impact analysis
38 Torres et al. 2012 San Francisco River Basin (Brazil) Drought impact and bioethanol demand  
    increase analysis
39 de Moraes et al. 2011 Pirapama River Basin (Brazil) Water quality management
40 Ahrends et al. 2008 Atankwidi Catchment (Sudan) The impact of reservoir volume/outflow  
    restrictions
41 Jeuland 2010 Nile River Basin (Egypt) Interlinkages among climate change,  
    hydrology, and economy
42 Barbier 2003 Hadejia-Jama (Northern Nigeria) Impact of upstream dam construction on  
    downstream irrigation and agriculture
43 Kuhn et al. 2014 Lake Naivasha Basin (Kenya) Multiple optimization problem with equi 
    librium constraints
44 Welsch et al. 2014 Mauritius Biofuel production futures
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uses, as opposed to relying on assumptions about the transferability of demand functions for water 
that had been parameterized for specific locations and at a particular point in time. As with many of 
the first applications of HEMs, these new integrated models were mostly applied to problems of crop 
production, hydropower generation, and municipal and industrial demand (Ringler et al. 2004; Divakar 
et al. 2011). Water use trade-offs between agricultural and hydropower production, in particular, have 
also been analyzed using dynamic models that seek to account for changes in supply and demand 
over time (Chatterjee et al. 1998). Some researchers also choose to preserve the detail of separate 
hydrological, energy production planning, and land use change models rather than combining them into 
a single integrated model, instead linking them together, e.g., for analysis of interrelationships among 
the water, food, and energy sectors (Bazilian et al. 2011; Howells et al. 2013; Welsch et al. 2014). 

A second set of newer applications considers the potential for water transfers (using water 
market mechanisms) from lower-value agriculture to higher-value urban and industrial demands 
(Rosegrant et al. 2000). Ringler et al. (2006), for example, analyze policy scenarios that include 
water rights trading, dam construction, and trade liberalization to achieve more efficient water 
allocation among agriculture, hydropower production and industrial water uses (Ringler et al. 
2006). Potential for intra- and inter-state water markets under drought have also been analyzed 
extensively in California (Jenkins et al. 2004; Draper et al. 2003; Newlin et al. 2002). These 
efforts have coincided with the implementation of water markets in several river basins and 
countries (Hearne and Easter 1997; Grafton et al. 2012).

A third domain of analysis using HEMs considers water use trade-offs between agricultural 
production and environmental systems (Mullick et al. 2013; Cai et al. 2003b; Cai et al. 2002; 
Gutižrrez	et	al.	2013).	One	common	application	in	 this	domain	is	 to	understand	the	 impact	of	
changes in reservoir releases on outcomes such as instream recreation (Ward and Lynch 1996) 
and protection of endangered fish species (Ward and Booker 2003). Some studies frame the latter 
problem as one of economic losses to downstream agriculture and ecosystems, which is attributed 
to the construction of dams upstream (Barbier 2003) and reservoir water release regulations 
(Ahrends et al. 2008). Some others, however, consider the value of dam construction for reducing 
downstream flooding (Wu et al. 2013; Jeuland et al. 2013). In Australia, there has been extensive 
analysis of the socioeconomic and environmental implications of increasing environmental flows 
under alternative allocation regimes, e.g., administrative versus market-based water allocation 
(Mainuddin et al. 2007; Qureshi et al. 2007; Tisdell 2010; Grafton and Jiang 2011). Most of these 
studies only consider the economic effects of imposing minimum environmental flows. A much 
smaller body of work considers functional relationships between water flow and the production 
of environmental benefits, as in Ringler and Cai’s (2006) work on fishery and wetland services in 
the Mekong River Basin. More precise estimation of environmental flow and benefit relationships 
was conducted using extensive surveys in the Macquarie Marshes in Australia (Akter et al. 2014).

Fourth, another fairly recent set of applications considers the conversion of agricultural land 
to production of crops for use as biofuels, and sensitivity to fluctuations in water availability 
(e.g., drought). Particularly, the impact of the expected increase of world market prices for biofuel 
commodities on sugarcane production and profits of small and large farms (Torres et al. 2012) 
and soybean land use changes under drier conditions (Maneta et al. 2009) has been studied. 
Unsurprisingly owing to the growing interest in biofuels in Brazil and the US, much of this work 
focuses on these and similar regions (Torres et al. 2012; Maneta et al. 2009).  

Fifth, there is an increasing interest and modeling of the effects of climate change on 
the economic benefits derived from water resources systems. Many of these studies focus on 
sensitivities to changes in water supply, via its impact on physical hydrology, crop production, 
food prices, and farm income. For example, in the Indus Basin (Y.C.E. Yang et al. 2013), Murray 
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River Basin (Connor et al. 2009), Nilufer Basin (Gurluck and Ward 2009), and Nile Basin. 
Others have considered how the benefits of planned water infrastructures (e.g., dams) might be 
affected by the effects of climate change (Jeuland 2010; Jeuland et al. 2013). Under this broad 
umbrella of climate change applications of HEMs, many applications consider the economic 
value of adaptation strategies to cope with perturbation of water supplies, via responses that 
include conjunctive use of surface water and groundwater (Pulido-Velázquez et al. 2004, 2006, 
2008), adoption of more efficient irrigation technology (Ward and Pulido-Velázquez 2008; Cai 
and Rosegrant 2004), and new dam construction (George et al. 2011a, 2011b). 

It is noteworthy that very few HEMs have been used to consider the quality aspects of water 
allocation decisions. In this domain, the effects of nitrogen discharge taxes on groundwater 
contamination and riverine water quality has been assessed for the Weser River Basin in Germany 
(Hirt et al. 2012). Water and salt salinity impacts on crop growth, groundwater quality, and 
surface water quality have likewise been analyzed for the Syr Darya Basin (Cai et al. 2003a). 
More advanced analysis of interrelationships between agricultural, industrial water uses and water 
contamination has been conducted for the Pirapama Basin in Brazil (de Moraes et al. 2011).

4.2.2 IOMs

As discussed briefly above, application of IOMs to problems in the water sector has mostly 
analyzed the virtual water content of products and water footprints of economic sectors or nations. 
Virtual water is defined as the amount of water required to produce products while the water 
footprint is defined as the virtual water embedded in final consumption of a commodity (H. Yang 
et al. 2013). Virtual water trade has been proposed as an option to reduce water scarcity in arid 
areas, which would then import crops or products with high water footprints as an alternative to 
domestic production (Allan 1997; Hoekstra and Hung 2005). Initially, virtual water content and 
water footprint analysis of food crops were mainly conducted based on bottom-up approaches 
such as Life Cycle Assessment (LCA). International virtual water flows have been analyzed to 
assess water saving potential through changing international trade patterns (Chapagain et al. 
2006). At river basin scale, the virtual water content of different agricultural products and virtual 
water trade balances have been estimated for systems in the European Union (EU), to explore the 
potential for water saving (Vanham 2013). For example, an analysis of the Guadalquivur River 
Basin (Spain) explored the sectoral water reallocation in relation to the virtual water content of 
agricultural commodities that could be efficiently moved across space (Montesinos et al. 2011). 
In the same basin, the dynamics of surface water and groundwater content of commodities has 
been analyzed to assess the potential for improved efficiency through conjunctive use of water 
resources (Dumont et al. 2013).    

The addition of detailed environmental accounts to the IOM framework has also facilitated 
the integrated assessment of water footprints for a set of economic commodities extending beyond 
the agriculture sector (UN, Eurostat, IMF, OECD and World Bank 1993; Feng et al. 2011a; H. 
Yang et al. 2013; Table 3). Using this integrated framework, researchers have estimated the water 
footprint of commodities (both direct and indirect water uses) produced by different economic 
sectors in many countries and regions, including Australia (Lenzen 2003), Andalusia in Spain 
(Velázquez 2006), China (Zhao et al. 2009) and Uzbekistan (Bekchanov et al. 2014). One of 
the major research objectives of such studies has been to identify sectors with low virtual water 
requirements and high economic potential in water scarce zones (Duarte et al. 2002; Lenzen 2003; 
Bekchanov et al. 2014). This work is complemented by the estimation of national virtual water 
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trade balances in many of the same regions, e.g., Andalusia in Spain (Dietzenbacher and Velázquez 
2007), Australia (Lenzen and Foran 2001), China (Zhao et al. 2009) and Uzbekistan (Rudenko et 
al. 2013). Another set of studies consider more explicitly issues of intersectoral water flows and 
virtual water multipliers1 (Velázquez 2006; Wang et al. 2009). Water footprint analysts have also 
made a case for differentiating blue and green water sources, since blue water resources figure 
more prominently in water reallocation and saving policies (Antonelli et al. 2012). Relatively 
few studies have considered the dynamics of virtual water uses over time (Zhang et al. 2012).

 Except water footprint analysis, IOM-based studies have also considered the effects that policies 
or interventions might have on economic production and water consumption. For example, Llop 
(2008) assess the effect of introducing a water tax and improving water use efficiency on water 
consumption and production levels. The change in income multipliers due to dam construction 
has also been considered in the case of the Bakra Dam in India using a Social Accounting Matrix 
simulation model (Malik 2007). The Ghosh model has been used to project the impact of reduced 
water supplies on economic output and value added across sectors (Gonzales 2011).

Since water availability and allocation is spatially and temporally heterogeneous within 
countries, national IOMs cannot easily consider virtual water flows and policies to reduce water 
scarcity at regionally-relevant scales. Multi-regional IOMs help to address at least the spatial 
limitations of these country models (Zhang et al. 2011a, 2011b), for example, in the UK, where 
multi-regional IOMs have been used to estimate water use intensities and to identify sectors with 
higher than average backward and forward linkages (Yu et al. 2010). Multi-regional IOMs have 
also been applied to estimate interregional virtual water trade flows in Australia (Lenzen 2009), 
and to analyze water footprints in China (Wang and Wang 2009; Zhang et al. 2011a). Wang 
and Wang (2009) analyze the dynamics of virtual water trade flows, while Zhang et al. (2011a) 
addressed internal and external (across provinces) water footprints, for Beijing. Other studies 
consider the impact of virtual water trading on water scarcity and ecosystem damages (Feng et 
al. 2014), and the virtual water export and pollution effects of commodity trade between North 
and South China (Guan and Hubacek 2007). Multi-regional IOMs have been also implemented 
to analyze virtual water trades at basin scale, e.g., for the Yellow River Basin (Feng et al. 2011b; 
Okadera et al. 2014), as well as across a larger set of regions, e.g., considering 30 provinces of 
China (Feng et al. 2014; Zhang and Anadon 2014).

TABLE 3. List of IOM studies analyzing virtual water and water footprint problems.
# Papers Study area Research focus (objective)

1 Lenzen and Foran 2001 Australia Water footprint and virtual water trade
2 Lenzen 2003 Australia Key sectoral interlinkages
3 Lenzen 2009 Australia Inter-regional virtual water trade flows
4 Bekchanov et al. 2014 Uzbekistan Sustainable sectoral transformation
5 Rudenko et al. 2013 Uzbekistan Cotton value chain development
6 Malik 2007 Punjab (India) Dam construction impact on income   
   multipliers
7 Guan and Hubacek 2007 China Virtual water export and pollution effects   
   of commodity trade
8 Wang et al. 2009 Zhangye city (China) Water footprint, intersectoral virtual water  
   flows, virtual water trade
9 Wang and Wang 2009 China Analysis of dynamics of virtual water trade

Continued
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TABLE 3. List of IOM studies analyzing virtual water and water footprint problems.(Continued)
# Papers Study area Research focus (objective)

10 Zhao et al. 2009 China National water footprint intensity
11 Feng et al. 2011b China Water footprint and interregional virtual   
   water trade flows
12 Zhang et al. 2011a Beijing (China) Internal and external water footprints
13 Zhang et al. 2011b China International trade impact on water  
   resources
14 Zhang et al. 2012 Beijing (China) Internal and external water footprints
15 Feng et al. 2014 China Virtual scarce water flows and their impact  
   on ecosystems
16 Okadera et al. 2014 China Water footprint assessment based on closed  
   and open economy models
17 Zhang and Anadon 2014 China Water footprint and interregional virtual  
   water trade flows
18 Duarte et al. 2002 Spain Key sector analysis based on Hypothetical  
   Extraction Method
19 Llop 2008 Spain Taxing water use
20 Velázquez 2006 Andalusia (Spain) Intersectoral virtual water flows
21 Dietzenbacher and  Andalusia (Spain) Water footprint and virtual water trade 
 Velázquez 2007 
22 Gonzales 2011 Catalonia (Spain) Economy-wide impact of reduced water  
   supply
23 Antonelli et al. 2012 Mediterranean Direct and indirect water consumption  
  region differentiated by green and blue  
   components
24 Yu et al. 2010 UK Regional and global water footprints
25 Chen et al. 2012 Global Virtual water content of commodities across  
   the globe
26 Lenzen et al. 2013 Global International virtual water trade flows

Finally, at a global scale, virtual water flows embedded in international commodity trade have 
been assessed using a global multi-regional IOM (Chen et al. 2012). Lenzen et al. (2013) conduct 
a similar analysis but use a more consistent and disaggregated IOM to determine the virtual 
water content of consumption across countries, and to evaluate its impact on water availability 
for environmental systems in exporting countries (Lenzen et al. 2013).

4.2.3 CGE Models

As discussed above, IOMs have been used for very limited types of analyses. In contrast, CGE 
models are more powerful tools that can be used to assess a broader set of policy questions. In 
fact, these models have been widely used for analyzing the impact of water supply reduction, 
changes in water pricing, and infrastructure improvements on sectoral water uses, economic 
output, income distribution, final consumption, prices, and foreign trade (Table 4). For example, 
studies have considered the effects of water pricing reform on water use by different sectors, 
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sectoral incomes and economic outputs in Morocco (Diao and Roe 2000, 2003) and South Africa 
(van Heerden et al. 2008; Letsoalo et al. 2007). Similarly, the economic gains of introducing 
water rights trading has been discussed for Morocco (Diao et al. 2004), South Africa (Hassan 
and Thurlow 2011), and Australia (Peterson et al. 2005; Smajgl et al. 2006, 2009). 

     CGE models may also enhance assessment of the economics of virtual water trade, which 
is the most common water-related application of IOM-based analyses. Berrittella et al. (2007) use 
CGE models to explore how virtual water dynamics respond to changing water supply conditions 
and trade policies. Unlike the global multi-regional IOMs that assume a linear relationship between 
water use and economic output, such models more flexibly account for substitution across factors. 

     Unlike the IOMs that also typically focus on static conditions, CGE models can be 
used to quantify the economic impacts of reduced water supplies (due to climate change or 
other causes) on economic outputs and water allocation. Applications span locations such as 
Australia (Smajgl 2006; Dixon et al. 2011; Horridge et al. 2005), and the US (Rose and Liao 
2005). CGE models also better allow analysis of the economy-wide impacts of infrastructure 
or technology improvements that relate to physical efficiency, e.g., in aquaculture (Kaliba et al. 
2007), or relate to new dam construction (Strzepek et al. 2008). In an effort to predict future 
economic changes that relate to water systems, several CGE model studies consider multiple 
scenarios. For instance, Robinson et al. (2012) analyzed a package of climate change adaptation 
options including infrastructural improvements and construction of water storage facilities under 
conditions of reduced water availability in Ethiopia. Qureshi et al. (2012) analyzed the effects of 
water rights trading and desalination investment on water use, employment, sectoral economic 
output and interregional migration, in the context of growing water demand in Australia. The 
effects of a variety of changes in policy (including water taxation, liberalization of international 
trade, and irrigation efficiency improvement) and water supply on income, water use, virtual water 
flow, and welfare have been addressed by Berrittella et al. (2007, 2008a, 2008b) and Calzadilla 
et al. (2010, 2011a, 2011b) using global multi-regional CGE models (GTAP-W). Recently, Liu 
et al. (2014) combined a more detailed partial equilibrium model – IMPACT-WATER – with 
the GTAP-BIO-W CGE model to analyze the impact of reduced irrigation on crop production, 
international trade, and welfare levels.

     

TABLE 4. List of economy-wide CGE studies analyzing water allocation and trade issues.
# Papers Study area Research focus (objective)

1 Horridge et al. 2005 Australia Drought impact
2 Peterson et al. 2005 Murray-Darling River Basin Irrigation water rights trading 
  (Australia) 
3 Smajgl 2006 Great Barrier Reef (Australia) Relationships between water use reduction,  
   fertilizer application, ecological habitat, and  
   touristic benefits
4 Smajgl et al. 2006 Northeast Queensland (Australia) Trade-offs between sugarcane production and  
   environmental flows
5 Smajgl et al. 2009 Great Barrier Reef (Australia) Multi-agent framework to analyze the impact of  
   water policies on water uses, outputs, and erosion  
   across farms
6 Dixon et al. 2011 Murray-Darling River Basin  Environmental flow acquisition 
  (Australia) 

Continued
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TABLE 4. List of economy-wide CGE studies analyzing water allocation and trade issues.
(Continued)
# Papers Study area Research focus (objective)

7 Qureshi et al. 2012 Australia Income and employment impacts of water rights  
   trading and establishing desalination plants 
8 Seung et al. 2000 Nevada (US) Water transfer for recreation purposes
9 Goodman 2000 Arkansas Basin (US) Comparing reservoir expansion and rural to urban  
   water transfer
10 Rose and Liao 2005 Portland Metropolitan  Economy-wide effects of earthquake and water 
  Water System distribution system disruptions
11 Gómez et al. 2004 Balearic Islands Comparing water rights trading, water  
   desalination, and rural to urban water transfer
12 Diao and Roe 2003 Morocco Linkages between trade liberalization and water  
   market policies
13 Diao et al. 2004 Morocco Economy-wide impact of water markets
14 Roe et al. 2005 Morocco Feedback links between economy-wide and   
  farm-level policies
15 Kaliba et al. 2007 Ghana, Kenya, Tanzania Aquaculture expansion and poverty reduction
16 Strzepek et al. 2008 Egypt Dam construction impact
17 Letsoalo et al. 2007 South Africa Water pricing
18 van Heerden et al.  South Africa Taxes on water demand by forestry and irrigation 
 2008
19 Hassan and Thurlow  South Africa Intra- and inter-regional water rights trading 
 2011 
20 Robinson et al. 2012 Ethiopia Climate change adaption measures
21 Berritella et al. 2007 Global Virtual water trade flows
22 Berritella et al. 2008a Global Trade liberalization and water uses
23 Berritella et al. 2008b Global Water pricing
24 Calzadilla et al. 2010 Global Green and blue water uses and international trade
25 Calzadilla et al. 2011a Global Climate change and trade liberalization policies
26 Calzadilla et al. 2011b Global Irrigation management improvements and  
   international trade
27 Liu et al. 2014 Global International trade impact of reduced water supply

Source: Authors’ elaboration based on previous review (Dinar 2012) and cited papers.

Although the core of the CGE model is often similar across studies, applications to water 
problems often require additional components to produce accurate representations of the behavior 
and responses of hydrological and biological systems. One of the most common linkages is to 
farm production models, which allows a more detailed and realistic analysis of the agricultural 
production sector, and its relationships with macroeconomic outcomes, interregional production 
and trade (Diao and Roe 2000, 2003; Diao et al. 2004; Robinson et al. 2012). Several studies have 
combined CGE models with food web models (Smajgl 2006), hydro-economic models (Dixon 
et al. 2011; Smajgl 2006), multi-agent based models (Smajgl et al. 2009), and surface water and 
groundwater balance models (Smajgl et al. 2006), to analyze the complex relationships between 
agricultural production and water systems ecology. Other efforts have led to consideration of 
water use tradeoffs between the forestry and other production sectors (van Heerden et al. 2008), 
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between recreation and irrigation (Smajgl et al. 2006; Seung et al. 2000), as well as those induced 
by expansion of aquaculture production (Kaliba et al. 2007). Poverty reduction (Kaliba et al. 
2007) and interregional migration (Qureshi et al. 2012) due to change in water availability and 
water policies have also been addressed within the CGE framework. 

4.3 Systematic Comparison of HEMs

Following selection of the papers and summarization of their contents as discussed above, the 
HEM applications in each category and model type (e.g., node-based vs. economy-wide models) 
were systematically reviewed according to a set of specific comparison criteria. The criteria 
included: 

a) main themes studied (these include intersectoral water allocation; sectoral adjustment 
(expansion or contraction); virtual water content/water footprint; virtual water trade; 
change in environmental flows; climate change/change in water supply; dam/reservoir 
impacts; water use efficiency: water markets and other price instruments; water use 
efficiency: non-price instruments; water-energy-food nexus; trade liberalization; 
sustainable groundwater abstraction; and water quality and ecosystem services); 

b) frequency of specific scenarios analyzed under those main themes (specifically, scenarios 
of: water supply change [climate change, drought, change in water supply]; water 
allocation options; storage infrastructure change [dam construction, reservoir capacity 
expansion, water release regimes], water supply enhancements [desalination, waste water 
reuse, etc.], efficiency technology and infrastructure [conveyance, irrigation efficiency 
improvement, infrastructural investments], extent of water rights trading, water pricing 
rates, environmental flow requirements, increased water demand [aquaculture, biofuel 
expansion], non-price instruments limiting water use/pollution, market distortions  
[e.g., subsidies, trade barriers], taxation of water uses/pollution);

c) key indicators of impact (specifically: i. economic impacts, on overall and sectoral value 
added; employment; equivalent variation of welfare/income multipliers; consumption; 
ii. price effects through water shadow price [marginal value], returns to land, capital, 
and labor; iii. trade impacts through exports/imports/trade balance; iv. water allocation 
impacts, to irrigation; to urban users; from groundwater; v. intersectoral linkage impacts 
through virtual water export/import/net export; direct, indirect and total water consumption 
coefficients; national water footprint and intersectoral virtual water flows; forward and 
backward linkage indexes and vi. other outcomes, such as on ecological indicators  
[e.g., water quality/salt discharge/external costs of salinity, ecological habitat]; agricultural 
cropping area; water saving and water use efficiency);

d) sectors (agriculture; hydropower; municipal and industrial; services; fisheries/aquaculture; 
recreation; and livestock); 

e) water use sources considered in the model (surface water, groundwater, precipitation, 
return flow reuse, desalination);

f) production function relationships (Linear, Cobb-Douglas, logarithmic, CES, etc.);

g) model structure (static vs dynamic, deterministic vs stochastic, etc.); and

h) geographic domain (basins, sub-catchments, and countries considered).
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4.3.1 Main Themes

Summarizing the set of applications reviewed in this paper, we find that the majority of node-based 
HEM applications have been focused on the economic implications of increased environmental 
flows in water-scarce environments (Figure 5). A large number of studies have also considered 
water system impacts of, and adaptation to, climate change, as well as intersectoral water allocation 
problems, including some consideration of allocation institutions (e.g., administrative vs market-
based). Several studies focus on price (including water markets) and non-price instruments of 
improving water use efficiency and the impact of dams and reservoir releases on downstream 
water availability and ecosystems. Much rarer are studies that: a) address the interlinkages 
between the water, energy, and food sectors; b) consider conjunctive use of both surface water 
and groundwater resources and sustainable groundwater abstraction in dry areas; and c) focus 
on water quality management problems.

FIGURE 5. Main themes in node-based modeling papers considered in this review.

 

 
 

Note: A total of 44 papers are included above.

Analyzing input-output modeling studies, we note that 13 out of 26 studies focused on virtual 
water trade relationships (Figure 6). IOMs are also often used for virtual water content and water 
footprint analysis. Very few studies have used IOMs as simulation tools to estimate the effects of 
water pricing policies, dam construction or water supply disruptions (e.g., drought) on incomes, 
ecosystems area losses, and pollution. Since IOMs consider linear relationships between economic 
output and final consumption, researchers must consider the results of IOM-based simulation 
models with caution. Nevertheless, the input-output tables provide essential and very useful 
database for more sophisticated models such as CGE models.
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FIGURE 6. Main themes in IOM studies.

Note: A total of 26 papers are included above.

Analysis of the CGE modeling studies indicates that the majority of these papers focus on 
water rights trading and pricing mechanisms for improving water use efficiency (Figure 7). 
Reduced water availability due to climate change or droughts has also been frequently considered. 
Several studies have addressed technical options for water supply enhancement, e.g., through 
dam construction or water quality improvement, or non-price instruments for improved water 
use efficiency, particularly in irrigation. A very few CGE modeling studies explore conjunctive 
use of different water sources, sectoral expansion (e.g., of aquaculture), and virtual water trade. 
In the future, CGE models will likely be more heavily used in virtual water analyses instead of 
IOMs, given that the latter oversimplify essential relationships between non-water factors and 
production levels, and neglect diminishing returns of increased input.

Comparing the three types of HEM studies based on these major themes, we observe that 
the node-based models are favored for analysis of intersectoral water allocation, analyses of 
changes in environmental flows, and issues related to the water-energy-food nexus (Figure 8). 
As expected, input-output models are exclusively implemented to analyze virtual water trade, 
water footprint, and expansion or contraction of water-intensive sectors. CGE models have been 
more predominantly used to analyze trade liberalization, water pricing and virtual water trade 
issues. About two-thirds of papers on topics of reduced water supply, dam construction, non-price 
instruments of increasing water use efficiency and sustainable groundwater use, utilize node-based 
modeling, while the remaining papers on these topics are based on CGE models.
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FIGURE 7. Main themes in CGE modeling studies.

 
 

Note: A total of 27 papers are included above.

FIGURE 8. Comparison of different modeling studies according to their main research theme.
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As CGE models increasingly become integrated with hydro-economic and ecological models, 
we may expect to see more analyses of many of these issues across modeling frameworks, rather 
than within the node-based framework alone. Such integration could be particularly helpful for 
considering intersectoral linkages and dependencies among the water, food, and energy sectors. 
Nonetheless, CGE models with components focused on water (CGE-Water) and energy production 
(CGE-Energy) mostly remain separate at this time and, as such, a focus on developing a new 
generation of CGE models that combine their respective advantages would be helpful. In the 
future, progress in conducting detailed analysis of hydrological and crop or energy production 
systems within a single framework will depend on more effective integration of such tools.

4.3.2 Scenarios

Under the broad umbrella of themes shown in Figure 8, we can categorize the specific analytical 
or policy scenarios considered across HEM studies. Nearly half of the reviewed node-based 
modeling studies consider scenarios related to changes in water supply, due to drought or climate 
change (Figure 9). In particular, it is notable that many studies that do not have drought or climate 
change as their main focus, nonetheless, consider scenarios with such changes; this may be due 
to the influence of the technical hydrology and civil engineering literatures, which lend consistent 
and considerable attention to risks of disruptions in water availability due to stochastic flows 
and long-term hydrological uncertainty. Studies that include scenarios related to water allocation 
options (including for environmental flows) and the benefits of infrastructure and water rights 
trading are also common. In contrast, studies that include scenarios related to price instruments 
for pollution control (e.g., taxing salt discharge), liberalizing commodity prices, and increasing 
water demands (e.g., for irrigation expansion or biofuel production), are less common.

In the case of input-output modeling studies there are relatively few studies that conduct 
scenario-based analysis. This is logical since IOMs are widely used for descriptive analysis 
rather than simulation analysis, largely because they include very restrictive linear production 
functions. The few analyses that consider alternative scenarios aim to explore the influence of dam 
construction, water pricing and water availability reductions impact on production and incomes. 

Similarly to the node-based models, many CGE water studies have considered scenarios 
related to climate change and supply disruptions (Figure 10). A considerable number of studies 
have also addressed different levels of water rights trading, as well as decreases in market 
distortions through reduced subsidies or tariffs. Perhaps unsurprisingly given the fact that the 
value of water quality is difficult to measure, very few studies incorporate questions related to 
water supply enhancement through desalination and taxation of water pollution. Because of the 
lack of geographical specificity in most CGE models, it has also proven difficult to test different 
water allocation scenarios that have a spatial component within the CGE modeling framework.
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FIGURE 9. Main scenarios examined using the hydro-economic river basin models.

Note: A total of 44 papers are included above. The categories are not mutually exclusive, so one paper may address several scenarios.
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FIGURE 10. Main scenarios examined using the water use CGE models.

Note: A total of 27 papers are included above. The totals exceed the number of studies, since one paper may address multiple scenarios.

Comparison of model types according to the scenarios considered indicates that use of 
node-based models dominates for scenarios related to water allocation options, environmental 
flow requirements, storage infrastructure changes, and taxation of water pollution (Figure 11).  
Although there are very few studies on desalination and restricting fertilizer application and water 
pollution most of them are based on CGE modeling analysis. Studies that consider scenarios 
related to water supply reduction and water rights trading are roughly equally considered in 
node-based and CGE HEMs.

4.3.3 Indicators

When presenting results, authors of studies based on HEMs have to choose which indicators 
of impact they will track. The majority of node-based modeling studies report on agricultural 
production levels, benefits, and water uses by sectors (Figure 12). A large number of studies 
also consider impacts on power production levels and benefits, cropping area, and the shadow 
value of water uses. Much less frequent are analyses that track water or environmental quality 
indicators (e.g., ecological habitat, wetland sustainability), effects on labor/employment, and 
infrastructure costs. No HEM applications were found that consider impacts on migration, which 
would nonetheless seem important for analyses of new dams. Transaction costs of policy changes 
were also never reported.  
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FIGURE 11. Comparison of different modeling studies according to the considered scenarios.

FIGURE 12. Analyzed indicators impacted by the scenario changes in the reviewed node-based 
modeling studies.

Note: A total of 44 papers are included above. The totals exceed the number of studies, since one paper may report multiple indicators.  
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Analysis of the indicators considered in IOM-based studies indicates that the majority of 
the studies present direct and indirect water consumption coefficients and virtual water exports 
and imports (Figure 13). A considerable number of studies analyze intersectoral virtual water 
flows, backward and forward linkage indexes, water uses by sectors, and value added by sectors. 
Equivalent welfare variation, consumption, water use efficiency, ecological indicators, consumer 
and producer prices, returns to production factors, employment, and exports and imports are 
rarely considered.

The indicators most frequently considered in node-based based modeling studies also roughly 
overlap with typical CGE model outcomes (Figure 14). A large number of studies also address 
agricultural production benefits, equivalent variation in welfare, shadow price of water, and 
foreign trade indicators. These studies more rarely focus on other common CGE indicators such 
as changes in employment, consumption, income distribution and poverty alleviation, or even 
water-specific outcomes such as the virtual water trade, water quality and groundwater uses.

FIGURE 13. Analyzed indicators in the reviewed IOM studies.

Note: A total of 26 papers are included above. The totals exceed the number of studies, since one paper may report multiple indicators. 
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FIGURE 14. Main performance indicators assessed using the water use CGE models.

Note: A total of 27 papers are included above. The totals exceed the number of studies, since one paper may report multiple indicators

      The comparison of outcome indicators reveals that these vary considerably across model 
types (Figure 15). Node-based models predominantly consider the indicators such as agricultural 
outputs, power generation benefits, cropland areas, groundwater uses and levels, reservoir water 
releases, instream flow/recreation benefits, and environmental flows. IOM-based modeling 
studies instead tend to focus on virtual water trade flows, direct and indirect water consumption 
coefficients, intersectoral virtual water flows, and backward and forward linkage indexes. CGE-
based studies are dominant in addressing indicators such as value added by sectors, equivalent 
variation in welfare, exports and imports, returns to production factors, and consumer and producer 
prices. Volume of water trade, poverty level, and income distribution are considered by only a 
few CGE modeling studies.
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FIGURE 15. Comparison of modeling types according to the indicators they considered.
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4.3.4 Sectors

In terms of sectors covered, nearly all node-based HEM studies consider the agriculture (crop 
production) sector; this is perhaps not surprising since irrigation is the primary consumer of 
water resources in many regions (Table 5). A large percentage of studies also include hydropower 
production, and the municipal and industrial sectors. A countable number of studies consider other 
sectors such as fisheries, recreation, and livestock as well. Given the importance of the livestock 
and fishery sectors for food security, and their relation with the larger agriculture sector, further 
node-based hydro-economic modeling studies should perhaps consider improving representation 
of these sectors. IOMs and CGE models consider all economic sectors yet only some models 
consider agriculture and crop production at a disaggregated level. Hydropower production can 
usually be included in the energy production sector, while the industrial and services sectors are 
typically more highly disaggregated. Very few models consider ecosystem services.

TABLE 5. Sectors included in node-based HEMs considered in this review.
Sectors SIMOPT IOM CGE
Crop production 42 26 27
Livestock   2 26 27
Hydropower 20   0   0
Energy production   1 26 27
Municipal and industrial sector 18 26 27
Services   0 26 27
Recreation   3   0   1
Environmental flow, ecosystem services 17   0   0

4.3.5 Water Uses

The HEMs reviewed in this study include water from a variety of different sources (Table 6). 
Most of the node-based modeling studies consider surface water flows explicitly in the models. 
A large number of studies also included groundwater and precipitation (the latter requires some 
conversion of precipitation to surface water runoff, groundwater recharge, or harvested water). 
Relatively few models focus specifically on options for reuse of return flows or augmentation 
of supplies using desalination. IOM- and CGE-based studies usually consider only surface water 
consumption by sectors. Some few CGE-based studies may additionally consider precipitation and 
groundwater uses. It should be also noted that the spatial aspects of water flows and availability 
are not explicit in almost all CGE modeling papers.

TABLE 6. Water source types considered in node-based HEMs considered in this review.
 SIMOPT IOM CGE
Surface water 41 26 26
Precipitation 19   2   8
Groundwater 22   1   9
Reuse of return flow   4   0   0
Desalination   1   0   3
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4.3.6 Functional Relationships

There is great diversity in the specific functional relationships between water input and production 
outputs across the reviewed papers (Table 7). For the 42 node-based modeling studies (out of 44 
studies in total) that include agriculture, eight are based on model changes in yields as a function 
of water input using the well-known methodology by the Food and Agriculture Organization of 
the United Nations (FAO 1992; Allen et al. 1998). Seven studies are based on an assumption of 
fixed profits per unit of water use, while six consider the relationship between water input and 
production to be quadratic. A more flexible relationship that is commonly used in economy-wide 
models is based on a CES function; this approach is implemented in seven studies of the US 
California, and the San Francisco River Basin in Brazil. A variety of other functional relationships 
appear much more rarely in the literature, as shown in Table 7.

TABLE 7. Functional relationships between water use and outputs across the sectors.
    SIMOPT
Functional forms        IOM  CGE
   Crop Livestock Hydropower Municipal- Fishery/ Recreation Environmental 
    industrial aquaculture   flow 
    water use      
Minimum  0 0  0  1 0 0 12  0  0 
requirement  
Fixed water use  2 0  0  0 0 0  0  0  0 
per hectare  
Linear or fixed  7 0  1  2 0 2  2 25  0 
value per unit  
of water  
Piece-wise linear   1 0  0  3 0 0  0  0  0
Revenue as a  1 0  0  0 0 0  0  0  0 
linear function of  
the ratio of actual  
evapotranspiration  
(ET) to potential ET 1 0  0  0 0 0  0  0 0 
Based on FAO56  8 0  0  0 0 0  0  0  0 
report  
Quadratic  6 0  0  3 0 0  3  0  0
Inverse demand 1 0  1  8 0 0  0  0  0  
function  
Logarithmic  1 0  0  0 0 0  0  0  0
Exponential  1 0  0  0 0 0  0  0  0
Trigonometric  0 0  0  0 1 0  0  0  0
Cobb-Douglas  0 0  0  0 0 1  0  1  2
CES   7 0  0  0 0 0  0  0 25
Standard HP  0 0  18  0 0 0  0  0  0 
production formula*  
Otherwise or not  7 2  0  1 2 0  0  0  0 
mentioned    
 42 2 20 18 3 3 17 26 27

Notes: *Hydropower production is calculated as a multiplication of river flow, reservoir height, production efficiency.
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 From an economic point of view, the use of CES production functions allows for the most 
flexible representation of production functions. The biological dependence of yields on water 
availability at the most critical moments for crop growth, however, mandates consideration 
of the timing of water consumption as well as total allocation. Further studies should work to 
better integrate these approaches to obtain both economically and agronomically consistent crop 
production functions. Implementation of linear functions for the relationships between water uses 
and profits on the other hand tends to contradict both economic (and agronomic) theory, since 
these theories are based on diminishing returns (and nonlinear changes in yields) with increasing 
resource use. Linear functions may only prove useful approximations in problems that do not 
consider radical changes in water allocation. Thus, researchers should be cautious in using linear 
crop production functions and relying on fixed water use assumptions in modeling studies.

For hydropower production, the typical approach is to model energy production as a 
multiplicative (nonlinear) function of hydropower production plant efficiency (usually assumed 
for simplicity to be constant), average monthly water levels in the reservoir, and monthly water 
releases. To approximate the effects of changes in efficiency over a range of operation, a few 
models use relationships based instead on linear regression or inverse relationships between flow 
and production. Municipal and industrial benefits have mostly been assessed to be dependent on 
water through an inverse demand relationship (e.g., marginal benefits declining as a function of 
quantity consumed by the sector). Quadratic or linear relationships between water use and total 
benefits occasionally being used. Environmental flows and benefits are mostly considered based 
on minimum requirement thresholds (constraints), rather than as dependent on the quantities of 
water delivered.

Almost all of IOM studies consider fixed water consumption per unit of economic output. 
Only a few studies use Cobb-Douglas production functions. CGE modeling studies are usually 
based on CES production functions though a few include Cobb-Douglas production relationships.

4.3.7 Model Structure

Based on the literature survey model structure was also analyzed (Table 8). More than 80% of 
node-based models and all CGE models considered in the reviewed papers are nonlinear models. 
Only one paper out of ten considered uncertainty in parameters and estimated variables. More 
than one third of the papers related to node-based or CGE modeling conducted dynamic analysis 
but only one tenth of the papers related to IOMs carried out dynamic analysis. Although node-
based models are usually spatially disaggregated only one third of the IOM or CGE model based 
studies considered multiple regions in their analysis.

4.3.8 Study Areas
In terms of geographic scope and coverage, we found that node-based HEMs have been applied 
to basins all over the world. The countries with the most applications are the US (where the most 
work has been done in California) and Australia (mainly for the Murray-Darling River Basin) 
(Figure 16). Many models have also been applied to the Indus and Ganges river basins of South 
Asia, and the Syr Darya Basin of Central Asia. Only one study was found for the cases of Nigeria, 
Turkey, Iran, Germany, Mauritius, Ethiopia, Egypt, Kenya, Sudan, and Pakistan.
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FIGURE 16. Countries and regions considered in node-based HEMs included in this review.

Note: A total of 44 papers are included above. The totals exceed the number of studies, since one paper may address a basin span-
ning multiple countries. For the Nile River Basin study only four biggest countries (Egypt, Sudan, Ethiopia, and Kenya) out of ten 
in the basin are included.

IOMs have been applied to analyze water resource problems in a very small set of countries. A 
surprisingly large number of these studies are in China (Figure 17), though several studies consider 
Spain and Australia. Other countries with water-related IOM studies are India, Uzbekistan, and 
the UK. Global IOM applications in this domain remain rare.

FIGURE 17. Study areas considered in IOM studies.

Note: A total of 26 papers are included above.
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The CGE modeling studies that address water issues and are included in this review have 
primarily been global or focused on Australia (Figure 18). Other countries or regions with multiple 
studies include the US, South Africa and Morocco. A single study was found that considered 
each of Ethiopia, Egypt, Ghana, Kenya, Tanzania, China, and Spain. 

FIGURE 18. Study areas considered in water use CGE modeling studies.

Note: A total of 27 papers are included above. The totals exceed the number of studies, since there is a paper which addressed the 
cases of Ethiopia, Kenya and Tanzania together.

4.4 Notable Research Clusters Engaged in Work with HEMs

Many groups at different research institutions, centers, and universities have been involved in 
the development and use of HEMs to address water management issues. Based on the reviewed 
papers, we can, however, identify a set of notable research clusters that have published extensively 
in this domain over a long period of time (Table 9). Although the researchers involved may be 
based in other locations or may have changed their affiliations over time, some attempt has been 
made to identify the institution where the cluster seemed to be anchored. The groups discussed 
here do not appear in any specific order, except in being categorized primarily as using a) node-
based HEMs, or b) economy-wide HEMs (IOMs or CGE models). 

4.4.1 River Basin HEM Clusters

The first notable cluster is within the International Food Policy Research Institute (IFPRI). Work 
by IFPRI researchers has been widely cited in the literature, and different versions of the IFPRI 
river basin optimization HEM (a normative optimization model) have been used to analyze water 
problems spanning river basins from around the world, such as the Maipo River Basin (Rosegrant 
et al. 2000), Syr Darya Basin (Cai et al. 2002, 2003a, 2003b), Mekong River Basin (Ringler 
et al. 2004), and Dong Nai River Basin (Ringler et al. 2006). The basic model, which operates 
on a monthly time step, considers water allocation across different economic sectors such as 
irrigation, industry, hydropower production, fishery, and environmental systems. Hydrological 
relationships exist for river flow, groundwater dynamics, and evapotranspiration processes. 
Economic profits are based on fixed prices that can be further improved by considering supply 
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and price relationships. Ecosystem values and fishery production functions are represented by 
stylized functions and warrant further study. 

     A similar optimization HEM with detailed hydrological accounts that uses positive 
programing was developed by the researchers of the University of California, Davis, to analyze 
drought impacts in California. Price and supply relationships as well as nonlinear production costs 
functions are considered in the model. The basic model has also been adapted for application 
to the San Francisco River Basin in Brazil (Maneta et al. 2009; Torres et al. 2012). It includes 
separate production functions for irrigated and rain-fed crops, and does accommodate substitution 
among capital, labor, and water use inputs, using a CES formulation. 

     A set of related optimization and simulation HEMs have been developed and used 
by researchers associated with the World Bank to analyze the economic and flood reduction 
potentials of planned infrastructure projects in the Nile and Ganges river basins, and to analyze 
the economic benefits of cooperation (Whittington et al. 2005; Wu and Whittington 2006; Wu 
et al. 2013). Some of this work explores the sensitivity of economic outcomes to climate change 

TABLE 9. Major research groups engaged in hydro-economic modeling according to the review.
Group Main questions addressed Model type Case study area

Node-based HEMs   
IFPRI Trade-offs in water use across  Hydro-economic Mekong, Maipo, 
 sectors, water rights trading optimization Syr Darya, Dong Nai 
UC Davis Economic impact of drought  Hydro-economic  California 
  optimization (CALVIN) 
World Bank Dam construction impact, flood  Hydro-economic Ganges, Nile 
 management, robustness analysis optimization 
University of  Water markets Hydro-economic Rio Grande (New 
New Mexico  optimization Mexico, USA)
SEI, Sweden Water-energy nexus Simulation (WEAP) and  Mauritius 
  optimization (LEAP)

UC Riverside,  Institutions, transboundary Game theory models General framework 
World Bank water management

IFPRI Economy-wide impacts of Economy-wide HEMs Indus (Pakistan) 
 dam construction  CGE combined with hydro-    
  economic model 
World Bank/IFPRI  Water pricing; top-down  Multi-regional CGE with Morocco 
 and bottom-up policy simulations hydrological model
Commonwealth Scientific Economic impacts on  CGE with water and Australia 
and Industrial Research ecological habitat  ecological component 
Organisation (CSIRO)   
University of Palermo,  Trade liberalization and water Global CGE (GTAP-W) World 
Italy supply change effect on trade  
 and virtual water flows 
University of Hamburg, Trade liberalization and water  Global CGE (GTAP-W) World 
Germany  supply change effect on water  
 reallocation and incomes 
University of Sydney,  Analysis of water footprint and National and international Australia, Brazil, 
Australia virtual water trade single and multi-regional  Global 
  IOMs 
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(Jeuland 2010; Jeuland et al. 2013). In addition, it includes a robustness analysis of different 
hydropower dam alternatives optimized for energy production under status quo conditions. The 
model uses repeated simulation to better understand infrastructure performance under uncertainty 
about water availability, and a range of biophysical and economic parameters that affect net 
benefits (Jeuland et al. 2014).

     Also within the World Bank, other researchers have worked extensively on strategic 
behavior of riparian water users within river basins (Dinar et al. 2007; Dinar and Wolf 1997) 
integrated game theoretic concepts with hydro-economic modeling. While their HEM is 
considerably simpler than the optimization models developed by those used by the clusters 
described above, they are important for taking account of individual stakeholder interests and 
the strategic power of different coalitions of riparians.

     Finally, researchers at Stockholm Environment Institute (SEI) have developed a simulation 
HEM called the Water Evaluation and Planning (WEAP) system, that can be linked to an energy 
production planning model (Long-range Energy Alternatives Planning [LEAP] system). WEAP 
is a river basin hydro-economic model that includes a user-friendly interface for mapping water 
inputs, infrastructures, and uses. LEAP allows to determine an optimal portfolio of energy 
production options (solar, wind, fossil fuel, and hydropower) under different scenarios of energy 
demand, capacity and costs of energy production by plant and fuel type.

4.4.2 Economy-wide HEM Clusters

IFPRI researchers headed by Robinson et al. (2012) recently combined a river basin model 
(WEAP) with a CGE model to analyze potential water demand management measures to cope 
with reduced water supply in Ethiopia. The outputs from an optimization basin management 
model such as crop yields, hydropower generation and investment under different scenarios of 
climate change was used to calibrate the initial conditions of the CGE model. Next, economy-
wide effects of climate change were estimated using the CGE model.

     IFPRI has also been involved in collaborative work with researchers at the World Bank, 
who combined a farm sector production model with CGE models to consider interdependencies 
in water use and economic production (Diao et al. 2008). The model allows for simultaneous 
consideration of macroeconomic policies and water pricing reform impacts on water uses and 
farm-level outcomes. The crop production sector is highly disaggregated, and multiple agricultural 
production regions can be included in the model, allowing for important variation in the spatial 
pattern of crop production, and water availability and use.

     In a different effort, researchers at the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research 
Organization (CSIRO) in Australia have integrated CGE models with ecological models, water 
use models and Multi-Agent Based systems (Smajgl et al. 2006, 2009). These integrated models 
allow analysis of the impacts of production decisions on ecological systems. The work has also 
been extended to include model subcomponents dealing with labor use and trade, which can be 
used for analysis of the impacts of water and economic policies on interregional migration and 
the flow of goods (Qureshi et al. 2012).

     The final significant research group in economy-wide work with water modeling is at 
the Center of Integrated Sustainability Analysis (ISA) at Sydney University in Australia. ISA 
researchers developed global multi-regional input-output tables that include water use accounts. 
These can be used to analyze international virtual water flows embedded in export and import 
goods and services (Lenzen et al. 2013). Their IOM allows for estimation of virtual water balances 
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of different countries, and tracking of the destinations of the water content (direct and indirect) 
of different consumer goods. According to the authors, the results also shed light on the water 
intensity of products, and may help to suggest pathways for coping with growing water scarcity 
and/or degraded environmental conditions. 

5. CHALLENGES AND PERSPECTIVES FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

Our review of hydro-economic modeling studies points to a range of potential improvements 
that  might enhance the value of HEMs, as well as a number of research questions that should 
perhaps receive greater attention from researchers using such models in future work. We focus 
on issues of model resolution, better specification of production functions, data and visualization 
or presentation of results. This section closes with some perspectives on important topics for 
future research using HEMs.

5.1 Issues Related to the Resolution of HEMs

An important challenge in using HEMs (and especially economy-wide models such as IOMs and 
CGEs) is their limited spatial and temporal resolution. Hydrological systems respond on a variety 
of scales: many important processes (environmental and peak flow dynamics that are relevant 
for ecosystem service production and floods or droughts) play out at very short time scales of 
minutes to hours, while others occur on a daily to weekly timeframe (e.g., water delivery to 
irrigated agriculture), or on much longer monthly, annual, or even decadal scales (e.g., reservoir 
storage, seasonal or interannual variability in river flows, and climate change) (Islam and 
Susskind 2012). Similarly, physical processes such as river flow and groundwater recharge do 
not fit cleanly with the political boundaries that correspond to many water management national 
or regional institutions. 

With their node-link specification, river basin HEMs are well tailored to represent surface 
water systems, but face challenges when extended to include groundwater dynamics or processes 
of land use change that affect the generation of runoff at the sub-catchment scale (Wu et al. 2013). 
In contrast, economy-wide models need to be integrated with more spatially-resolved water 
balance models, and regional or spatial disaggregation of economic data, to adequately represent 
such dynamics (Bekchanov et al. 2012). When using optimization models (e.g., node-based 
models), linking of economic and hydrological sub-models that operate at different spatial scales 
is a challenge and require additional adjustments. In all HEMs, detailed spatial consideration of 
water, land use, and crop production relationships is important since it allows to address possible 
varying effects of the aggregate (nation-wide or basin-wide) changes across environments with 
different hydrological, institutional, and socioeconomic characteristics.  

Similarly, the temporal resolution of most HEMs is monthly or perhaps biweekly (for node-based 
models), or annual (for economy-wide models). This makes them well-suited for use as long-term 
planning tools, e.g., for assessment of the economics of infrastructure investments and long-lived 
policies. They are, however, less well tailored to understanding the economics of processes that 
operate on short timescales, for example, calculating the benefits of flood control. This partly 
explains why the latter objective is sometimes reflected through a model’s constraint set (Jeuland 
et al. 2014), and why other similarly temporally resolved processes are infrequently included in 
HEMs. Future work to include such aspects would perhaps be beneficial for increasing uptake and 
confidence that HEMs represent more economically-relevant aspects of water resources.
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5.2 The Production Function Relationships in HEMs

HEMs were largely developed for the purpose of assessing the economic tradeoffs of water 
allocation to the agriculture, hydropower, and municipal and industrial sectors; as such, they 
are well adapted to the analysis of problems focusing on those sectors. Even so, the appropriate 
functional form for the demand curves and for relevant production relationships is debatable. 
Linear production functions (or assumptions of constant marginal net benefits) are common, 
but these ignore diminishing marginal returns, e.g., the fact that the marginal product of water 
is decreasing in the number of units used. A CES function for agricultural production that 
incorporates seasonal water scarcity can be acceptable from both an economic and agronomic 
perspective. In economy-wide models, technological changes such as drip or sprinkler irrigation 
cannot be modeled explicitly but require assumptions about implied changes in Total Factor 
Productivity (TFP) or inclusion of shift parameters of production functions.

Other water uses – for livestock, fisheries, and nonmarket ecosystem services – tend to be 
rarely included in HEMs, and are also much less well understood. In economy-wide analysis, such 
nonmarket aspects are nearly always ignored. Hence, there is a great need for multi-disciplinary 
research involving economists, ecologists, and fishery and livestock science specialists, on the 
relationship between water quantities and production in these domains. Because nonmarket aspects 
are very significant for water (Hanemann 2006), incorporation of such aspects seems critical for 
correct and full understanding of hydro-economic tradeoffs, and of their distributional implications.

5.3 Data Challenges

Complementary to production functions is the challenge of data, as required for calibration 
and specification of those relationships. There is relatively limited econometric research that 
estimates the marginal product of water, especially in the difficult domains – livestock, fisheries, 
and nonmarket ecosystem services – described above. Furthermore, river basin- or national-scale 
data collection in such domains is uncommon, because they do not appear in national accounts. 
With economy-wide models, this is a particular problem because such models require a very 
large amount of data. Moreover, the methods of nonmarket valuation that are required for such 
assessment, require detailed survey data collection, and can be impractical or financially infeasible 
to be conducted at national or river basin scale. Even in the more traditionally-recognized sectors 
that require water (i.e., agriculture, hydropower, and municipal/industrial), a significant challenge 
relates to the projection of future prices and production efficiency. 

Finally, integration of economic values from partial equilibrium models with the normalized 
and static numeraire prices in CGE models complicates the process of integrating node-based and 
spatially-explicit HEMs with aggregated economy-wide models. Thus, the theoretical consistency 
of CGE models does not always match with more realistic analyses using empirical models 
(Scrieciu 2007).

5.4 Visualization and Presentation of Results

Yet another difficulty concerns the interpretation of results from HEMs. Aggregate outcomes, 
whether at national or basin-scale, offer little insight on the distribution of the outcomes from 
policies or changes being analyzed. These distributional aspects are often of paramount importance 
to decision makers, as is evidenced by work on the strategic behavior surrounding water resources. 
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More widespread use of Geographic Information System (GIS) to present results would perhaps 
help to communicate results and inform water negotiations, and might also motivate innovation 
in data collection and modeling at the scales most relevant to the parties and regions affected 
by reallocation of water. Similarly, an ability to open the ‘black-box’ of economy-wide models 
would be of great help for understanding their policy relevance.

In addition, inclusion of scientists from disciplines other than economics and engineering 
in data collection and in the interpretation of results would increase the utility and realism of 
HEMs. This communication should also extend to include stakeholders such as water managers 
or agricultural producers in order to validate model results. Communication between scientists 
and decision makers and stakeholders is also needed to identify critical policy questions and 
inform appropriate model development.

5.5 A Research Agenda for Extending the Utility of HEMs

This review identified themes and problems that appear in many HEM applications, and 
highlighted a number of areas that have received scant attention. There is some consistency in the 
findings across basin-scale and economy-wide HEMs, although a number of important differences 
also emerged from the analysis in Section 4. The most critical research gaps are identified below:

1.  Integrated analysis of issues related to the water-energy nexus: While most HEMs 
include the energy sector insofar as surface water resources are used for hydropower 
generation, the unified analysis of interlinkages between energy and water systems is 
relatively rare. Besides simple analysis of tradeoffs across sectors, such analysis would 
also include such issues as: a) Dual energy and water inputs in some domains (e.g., 
agriculture irrigated with groundwater or surface water that must be pumped to users, 
or use of desalinated water), and b) consumptive and nonconsumptive water input needs 
of the energy sector (e.g., for cooling of power plants, or for biofuels production). It is 
important to better understand how these systems interact and affect the marginal product 
of water and value of energy, input use and consumption and economic well-being. 
In particular, integration of CGE models with sufficiently detailed water and energy 
accounts would allow for more insightful analyses of water, energy, and food production 
relationships.

2.  Economic assessment and consistent inclusion of nonmarket ecosystem services and 
water quality aspects: The extent to which ecosystem services production depends on 
water flows that vary in time and space is poorly understood, especially for nonmarket 
goods. More study is needed to characterize the nature of the relationship between water 
flows and aspects such as fisheries productivity, soil fertility, subsistence livelihoods 
of various types, benefit functions related to wetlands or other unique ecosystems, and 
nonuse ecosystem values. Tourist and recreation benefits generated from improved 
environmental quality should also be integrated into HEM studies. Hydro-economic 
models should also consider long-term linkages between the economy and ecological 
systems, since short-term environmental impacts are usually modest while long-term 
impacts can be substantial and irreversible. In addition to water quantity issues, such work 
should also endeavor to improve the linkages between water quality and economic benefits 
in HEMs, where progress remains limited and slow due to the complexity underlying the 
dynamics of water quality. In fact, with the possible exception of salinization in irrigated 
areas, this review noted very few HEM-based studies that include water quality concerns.
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3.  Development of better tools for calculating the effects of water allocation on economic 
welfare: Node-based HEMs are very well suited for assessment of water-use trade-
offs across sectors and economic impacts of changes in water supply or infrastructure 
development. Yet in most cases, these are partial equilibrium models that cannot 
explain the distribution of impacts. Given the high dependence of irrigated agriculture 
on water supply and the presence of market imperfections in the global food system, 
it is conceivable that significant reallocation of water could affect national prices of 
agricultural commodities, with complex implications for the distribution of economic 
impacts. CGE models are well suited for such assessments, but require inputs from 
disaggregated analyses that accurately predict the local effects of reallocation policies on 
production. New hybrid models that integrate the strengths of node-based and economy-
wide HEMs should be developed to further shed light on indirect and distributional 
impacts. Data permitting (with detailed social accounting matrices, for example), these 
could be especially useful for assessing the effects of various water sector policies and 
interventions on poverty, female labor participation, and interregional migration and 
trade. Integration of river basin optimization models with CGE models can perhaps be 
facilitated using the Mixed Complementarity Programming (MCP) framework (Rutherford 
1995; Lofgren and Robinson 1997).

4.  Water footprint analysis that is more consistent with economic theory: As discussed in 
Section 4, input-output models (IOMs) have been widely used to conduct water footprint 
and virtual water analyses. These are useful descriptive tools for indicating water use 
intensity of produced and traded commodities across regions facing different water resource 
endowments and environmental pressures (Daniels et al. 2011). Such IOM-based results 
have, however, been heavily criticized since they do not consider opportunity costs, fail to 
incorporate the theory of comparative advantage, and neglect dependence of production 
on the factors except water (Wichelns 2004, 2010a, 2010b). Integrating node-based 
optimization HEMs with IOMs could help alleviate such concerns, assuming the former 
allow for flexible substitution across inputs used in production. Global level CGE models 
should also be increasingly used for virtual water trade and comparative advantage analysis, 
rather than IOMs which necessitate a range of restrictive assumptions.

5.  Analysis and understanding of the costs of institutional constraints: Except in rare 
instances, water is not allocated using market mechanisms but rather through a variety 
of government and other institutions. Water allocation is also affected by physical and 
political asymmetries that may lead to variation in the marginal value of water across space 
and time. Interactions between different political units within a basin, and calculation of 
the benefits of cooperation (or the losses associated with non-cooperation and mistrust) 
should be analyzed further, and analysts should develop tools to easily convey the costs 
of these lost opportunities to decision-makers (for example, as in Jeuland et al. 2014). 
Assessment of the role of institutional barriers in inhibiting development opportunities and 
advancement of nonmarket objectives (issue 2 above) could be particularly fruitful areas 
for future research. Similarly, more work could be done to evaluate how transaction costs 
reduce potential economic benefits. Moreover, rather than assuming that an omniscient 
decision maker guides basin-wide optimization, multi-agent models that consider 
interactions among different water stakeholders with different interests should continue 
to be developed. 
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6.  Continued progress on tools and structuring results presentation to aid decision-
making under uncertainty: Uncertainty has always been an important issue in water 
resources planning, largely because many infrastructure planning decisions are nearly 
irreversible and very long-lived. To be sure, societal preferences and objectives shift 
over time, as is evidenced by today’s debates over decommissioning of dams in many 
developed countries (Stanley and Doyle 2003). Meanwhile, water demand projections 
are challenging and often overestimated by risk averse planners who above all seek 
to protect against supply shortfalls (Gleick 2003). Climate change adds an additional 
layer of uncertainty to this complex problem (Jeuland 2010). To deal with these issues, 
researchers have used well-developed stochastic simulation and optimization methods 
and are contributing to continued innovation around issues of robustness and flexibility 
(Groves and Lempert 2007; Jeuland and Whittington 2014). Nonetheless, the presentation 
of results from such work remains challenging, and its effects on decision-making are 
thus unclear at this time.

6. CONCLUSION

Hydro-economic models have been recognized as an effective tool of analyzing the impact of 
natural (e.g., climate change, drought, and flooding), technical (e.g., dam construction, irrigation 
technology adoption), and institutional (e.g., water markets and formation of coalitions) changes 
on water and production system. Particularly, hydro-economic basin management models have 
been mainly used for assessing water use and economic output linkages and analyzing trade-
offs of water use across the economic sectors while economy-wide water management models 
have been implemented to estimate economy-wide (final consumption and income distribution) 
effects of various water and agricultural policies. Our review of hydro-economic modeling 
studies indicates that the policy relevance of HEM studies increases with the further inclusion 
of economically sound analysis of water-energy-food production and consumption interlinkages, 
water quality aspects of water management, environmental impact (wetlands, lakes, forests, and 
other ecosystems) of water uses, interests of multiple stakeholders (transboundary management), 
effects on employment (male and female) and migration due to infrastructural constructions, and 
environmental and economic risks.

      Since each model type has both its advantages and shortcomings, in general, and also in 
addressing particular research questions, no prioritization of any model type is possible. Because 
for the different structure, and spatial and temporal scales of different model types integrating 
them or building a universal model is a complicated task. However, implementation of various 
modeling tools for analyzing the particular water system and systematical synthesis of the results 
of these various models, while considering their assumptions, seems a more viable option for 
deriving consistent policy recommendations. Further improvement of model databases and making 
the model formulation and results easily interpretable into policy actions enhances cooperation 
among the modelers and water managers.
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